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Keilhauer’s Pact
Collection Provides A

Unique Solution For Space
Conscious Workplaces

by  Elise Shapiro(https://www.workdesign.com/author/elise-shapiroworkdesign-com/)

The Pact(http://www.keilhauer.com/products/pact.html?
utm_source=lounge&utm_medium=internal) collection by
Keilhauer(http://www.keilhauer.com/home.html) not only supports both privacy and
communication, but also is made from sustainable materials.
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F
Pact can be utilized in a variety of settings for the next iteration of workspace.

inding furniture of the perfect size and scale to �t into today’s

workspaces is often a challenge.

Keilhauer(http://www.keilhauer.com/home.html) is introducing a new

collection of workplace furniture that will perform perfectly as designers are

looking to refresh and retro�t in preparation for the eventual return to the

socially distanced of�ce.

Keilhauer’s newest collection, Pact™(http://www.keilhauer.com/products/pact.html?

utm_source=lounge&utm_medium=internal), is a sleek, space conscious response to

the modern of�ce’s most challenging demands. It’s no secret that the cost of

real estate has resulted in workplaces with smaller footprints. From open

concept, to tightly clustered pods, attempts to balance real estate limitations

with lounge and collaborative spaces has been a challenge because of scale.

Pact, designed for Keilhauer by EOOS(http://www.eoos.com/cms/), provides a
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unique solution to this challenge by providing compact, multi-functional, soft-

contract pieces that support both privacy and communication.

Originally inspired by the rising popularity of phone booth and pocket spaces,

Pact is a 50-piece collection of seating, benches, tables, privacy screens and

panels. Each piece is meticulously proportioned to work in the most common

sizes of pods and telephone booths, while also being able to stand alone or

create customized groupings. Tailored cushions, right-angled corners, delicate

legs minimize Pact’s footprint while maximizing comfort and applications.

As with all Keilhauer furniture, Pact is built from the highest quality materials.

Pact is expected to carry BIFMA LEVEL® 2 and SCS Global Services

certi�cation for Indoor Air Quality at the Indoor Advantage TM Gold level. It is

manufactured in facilities that produce zero waste to land�ll, and which offset

100 percent of electricity use with renewable energy credits.
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Fitting the niche for both privacy and �exibility, Pact is a resource for today’s

of�ce settings.

Where does the Pact collection �t into the spectrum of workplace furniture
solutions?
Pact provides a unique solution for space conscious workplaces by providing a

compact, multi-functional, soft contract pieces that support both privacy and

communication.

Does this product line support agile and activity – based workplaces that are
becoming so prevalent in new and refurbished facilities? If so, how?
Pact supports agile and activity – based workplaces by providing a �exible

solution that can be used to delineate space but also encourages collaboration

through �exible con�gurations. You can create booths that provide private

meeting spaces in an open room, you can create individual movable phone

booths with the pact chair and screens, or you can create a con�guration of

benches that allows for multiple collaborative meetings happening at once.
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There are multiple ways to separate spaces within the Pact collection.

Can you tell a story or give an example of how this product or service will
help our readers design and implement great workplace solutions?
The Pact chair provides the ultimate workplace solution. Designed by EOOS

and inspired by the “Thinker Pose”, it provides both left and right-handed

workers that ideal spot for a phone call or a collaborative meeting. One

product, multiple solutions. Readers can see all the variations and

con�gurations here(http://www.keilhauer.com/site_Files/Content/pdf_�les/spec-

sheet/Pact-Spec-Sheet.pdf).

One of the many creative ways Pact can be con�gured.

Is Pact available now?
Yes, we are accepting orders for the Pact collection now. Information on

speci�cations and pricing is available on our

website(http://www.keilhauer.com/site_Files/Content/pdf_�les/pricelist/2019/Pact.pdf).

What do you think our readers will love about the Pact collection? Privacy  - Terms
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We believe that the readers will love the compact nature of this collection, and

its unique solution to the shrinking workplace footprint.

Pact’s simple elegance works anywhere.

Are there any other unique features that would interest our readers?
Our tables have a COVID-19 friendly plastic divider option that allows for both

parties to be protected while maintaining distance.

When and where do you plan to exhibit Pact?
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We did a digital launch on our website, social and through our rep groups. The

product will be exhibited in our showrooms in the coming months. Locate a

local rep here(http://www.keilhauer.com/contact/representatives.html).

Connect with Keilhauer
 Instagram(https://www.instagram.com/keilhauer_design/)

| Twitter(https://twitter.com/keilhauer) |

Facebook(https://www.facebook.com/KeilhauerDesign) |

Pinterest(https://www.pinterest.com/KeilhauerDesign/) 
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